The Thesis Production division provides a document template for Word in order to make it easier to follow the general guidelines for dissertations published in the Uppsala University library’s Acta series. This document describes the contents of the template and guidelines to follow when using the template.
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The contents of the template

Typography

The template is based on the typography that applies to most theses published at Uppsala University. The page format is S5 (165 x 242 mm), and the font used throughout is Times New Roman with a body text type size of 11 points. The left and right margins are 22,5 mm, and the top and bottom margins are 17,5 mm.

Structure of a new document

A new document created from the thesis template will contain the following pages:

- Title page dummy
- Abstract page dummy
- Dedication page
- List of Papers
- Contents
- Abbreviations
- Introduction

The Title and Abstract pages are usually replaced by Thesis Production as part of preparing your thesis for printing. The Dedication and Abbreviations pages are optional and the List of papers page is not applicable to monograph theses.

The pages before the first chapter do not have visible page numbers, but every page is counted. In practice this means that the first page with a visible page number will be the page Introduction. Please note that the following pages should be odd numbered pages in your thesis: List of Papers, Contents, and Introduction.

Available styles

Here follows a short summary of the available styles:

Rubrik (Heading)
- Rubrik 1 – Chapter heading, which is always preceded by a page break.
- Rubrik 2...5 – Headings in hierarchical order.
- Rubrik vid lista – Optionally used in connexion with lists.

Text
- Standard – First paragraph below a heading.
- Standard med indrag – Basic style for text.
- Standard med luft – Spacing above.
- Tabelltext – Table captions.
• Bildtext – Figure captions.
• Citat – Quoted paragraphs (> 3 lines).
• Citat med indrag – Citat with an indentation of the first line.
• Fotnotstext – Footnote text (applied automatically by Word).
• Fotnotsreferens – Footnote number (applied automatically by Word).
• Fotnotstext vid tabell – Table note text below a table.
• Fotnotsreferens i tabell – Table note symbols within a table.

Tecken (Character)
• Works just like the normal character formatting for Word. Superscript and Subscript are included for easy access.

Lista (List)
• Enkel lista – List without bullets or numbers.
• Enkel lista med indrag – Enkel lista with an indent.
• Numrerad lista – Numbered list.
• Numrerad lista med indrag – Numrerad lista, with an indent.
• Romersk lista – Roman list.
• Romersk lista med indrag – Romersk lista with an indent.
• Punktdista – Bullet list.
• Punktlista med indrag – Punktlista with an indent.
• Litteraturlista utan siffror – Reference list.
• Litteraturlista med siffror – Add numbers to a reference list.

Bilder och tabeller (Figures and tables)
• Bildformat – For figures and objects inserted as images.
• Infoga bildbeskrivning – Creates a figure caption.
• Infoga tabellrubrik – Creates a table caption.
• Skapa trelinjtabell – Creates a table.
• Cellformat – Text within a table.

The toolbar menu – UU Menu

To make the available styles easy to apply and avoid clutter from other commands in Word, the thesis template contains a toolbar that can be used to apply all the necessary formatting. The toolbar can be found in the upper left corner of your screen, or as a tab called UU.

There are styles for headings, body text (Standard), tables, lists, illustrations etc., and if you successfully apply a style from the toolbar the text will have the correct font, size, and amount of space above and below the text. If you can use a style from the toolbar you should avoid changing the settings. If you have suggestions of additional styles to add to the toolbar, please contact Thesis Production.

Applying the correct style to headings will also enable Word to update your table of contents correctly.
Guidelines

Headings
The styles Rubrik 1–5 are available for headings and should be used hierarchically. You should use Rubrik 1 for chapter headings; the heading will automatically be placed on top of a new page. Depending on your needs it might not be necessary to use all heading levels in your text, often three or four levels is adequate. Note that you should not leave an empty line after a heading.

The style Rubrik vid lista can be used as a heading to a list. Onummerad rubrik is visually the same as a chapter heading, but will not be included in the table of contents.

Text
There are three styles for body text: Standard, Standard med indrag, and Standard med luft. The size is 11 points, with an exact line height set to 13 points, and the margins are justified with straight margins on both the left and right side of the text.

Standard is only used for the first paragraph below a heading. When pressing the Enter key to create a new line after a heading, this style is automatically applied to the empty line. Note that you should not leave an empty line after a heading.

Standard med indrag is the normal body text style and should be used for most of your text. To mark the beginning of a new paragraph, the first line of the paragraph has an indentation of 13 points. When pressing the Enter key to create a new line after either Standard or Standard med luft, this style is automatically applied to the empty line. Note that you should avoid leaving empty lines between paragraphs.

Standard med luft should be used after lists, quotes, graphs, illustrations, equations, and tables. There is a space of 13 points above the paragraph.

Quotations
Quotes longer than three lines are usually inserted as separate paragraphs instead of using quotation marks. To visually separate the quotation from the body text you should apply the style Citat. The text is fully indented by 1 cm from the left margin; text size is set to 10 points with an exact line space of 12 points, and there a space of 13 points above the quoted paragraph.

If the quote is longer than one paragraph you should apply Citat med indrag to all subsequent paragraphs. The first line has an additional indentation of 12 points and there is no space above the paragraph.

Apply Standard med luft to the first paragraph after quoted paragraphs to complete the separation of the quotation from the body text.
Footnote text and footnote references

The styles *Fotnotstext* and *Fotnotsreferens* are a built-in styles in Word and are normally applied automatically when inserting footnotes. Footnotes and footnote reference numbers can lose their formatting when cutting and pasting text, and you should reapply the styles if this happens. *Fotnotstext* and *Fotnotsreferens* are set to use a text size of 9 points with 10 points line spacing. *Fotnotsreferens* should be superscript.

Footnote text and footnote references for tables

If you need to insert footnotes to a table, you can use the styles *Fotnotstext vid tabell* and *Fotnotsreferens i tabell* for the text below the table and the reference symbol within the table respectively. Word does not apply these automatically.

Lists

There are eight styles for different lists: *Enkel lista* (without bullets or numbers), *Numrerad lista*, *Romersk lista*, and *Punktlista*; all of them with or without a first line indent.

Apply *Standard med luft* to the first paragraph after list paragraphs if you wish to separate the list from the body text. An empty line can be inserted if you desire space before the list.

Bibliographic references

Apply one of the styles *Litteraturlista utan siffror* or *Litteraturlista med siffror*. The font size is set to 10 points with 12 points of line spacing, and all lines except the first line of each reference are indented by 1 cm. *Litteraturlista med siffror* is a numbered list and should not be used if you already have numbered references from a reference manager.

If you use EndNote, Refmanager, or any other reference manager you should apply the style of your choice to the reference list after updating it from the software.

Table of contents

Word has a feature that automatically creates a table of contents from your headings. In a new document created from the template you will find a table of contents on page 7, and you can update it by right-clicking, and clicking *Update Field*. Please note that in order for this to work you have to use the headings as instructed by the thesis template.

Figures

A new figure should be placed in line with text in an empty paragraph and the style *Bildformat*, should be applied. *Bildformat* is set to single line spac-
Figure captions are placed under figures. The macro instruction Infoga bildbeskrivning will apply the style Bildtext, insert a numbered caption with the label “Figure”, and apply italics to the label but not the following text. Bildtext should be applied to figure captions and is set to 10 points text size, 12 points line spacing, and a straight left margin.

Tables

Tables should be inserted in line with text in an empty paragraph. The standard table design only has lines before and after the column heading and below the final row of the table and can be applied using the table style Trelinjerstabell. A text size of 10 points with 11 points line spacing is recommended and can be applied with Cellformat.

Table captions are placed above tables. The macro instruction Infoga tabllrubrik will insert a numbered caption with the label “Table” above the selected table and apply the style Tabelltext. Bold lettering will be applied to the label but not the following text. Tabelltext should be applied to table captions and is set to 10 points text size, 12 points line spacing, and a straight left margin.

The macro instruction Skapa trelinjerstabell will create a table of a custom size according to the table design outlined above, but you are free to design your tables using your own formatting.